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from pylab import *
def meansq(x): return mean(x**2) 

       

Let's start by generating a set of samples.

n = int(3000*pi)
s = arange(n)/100.0 

       

Now we can look at a simple sine wave.

list_plot(sin(s),1) 

       

Frequency Components

print sum(sin(s)*sin(s))
list_plot(sin(s)*sin(s),1) 



       

4712.38892146

print sum(sin(s)*sin(s*1.7))
list_plot(sin(s)*sin(s*1.7),1) 

       

0.000100162999907

def pplot(*args,**kw):
    clf()
    plot(*args,**kw)
    savefig("temp.png") 

       

fs = linspace(0.0,2.0,1000)
pplot(fs,[sum(sin(s)*sin(s*f)) for f in fs]) 



       

Note that the "side lobes" are a result of the finite length of the signal.  For infinitely long signals, all responses
other than at the precise frequency are zero.  Let's see what happens when we use a signal that's ten times as

long.

n1 = int(30000*pi)
s1 = arange(n1)/100.0
fs = linspace(0.0,2.0,1000)
pplot(fs,[sum(sin(s1)*sin(s1*f)) for f in fs]) 



       

It's fairly easy to see that for :

Phase Components

phis = linspace(0.0,7.0,1000)
pplot(phis,[sum(sin(s)*sin(s+phi)) for phi in phis]) 
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Quadrature

A general sine wave is determined by frequency, phase, and amplitude:

s(t) (ft )

However, for a given frequency, we can decompose all the phases into just two phases:

s(t) (ft) (ft)

Recall that

cos (x )

= a · sin + φ

= u · sin + v · cos

x = sin +
2

π



Here,

u

and

v

n = int(3000*pi)
s = arange(n)/1000.0
phis = linspace(0.0,7.0,1000)
clf()
for phi in linspace(0.0,4.0,11):
    plot(s,cos(phi)*sin(s)+sin(phi)*cos(s))
savefig("temp.png") 

       

2

= a cos φ

= a sin φ



clf()
plot(s,exp(1j*s).real)
plot(s,exp(1j*s).imag)
savefig("temp.png") 

       

pplot(s,abs(exp(1j*s))) 



       

clf()
plot(s,sin(s)*exp(1j*s).real)
plot(s,sin(s)*exp(1j*s).imag)
savefig("temp.png")
print mean(sin(s)*exp(1j*s)) 



       

(7.33861996611e-08+0.500041275445j)

clf()
plot(s,sin(s+0.3)*exp(1j*s).real)
plot(s,sin(s+0.3)*exp(1j*s).imag)
savefig("temp.png")
print mean(sin(s+0.3)*exp(1j*s)) 



       

(0.147747975711+0.477707698189j)

Linear Superposition

We can write signals as linear superpositions.

super = sin(s1)+sin(s1*1.3+0.3)+sin(s1*0.6+0.99)+sin(s1*0.5+2.7)
pplot(s1[:10000],super[:10000]) 



       

And we can try to recover the individual frequency components as above.

fs = linspace(0.0,2.0,1000)
pplot(fs,[sum(super*sin(s1*f)) for f in fs]) 



       

Signals that are superpositions of sine waves are therefore described by:

the amplitude of the sine wave at each frequency
a single phase at that frequency (since all sine waves of different phase at a single frequency just combine

into a single sine wave with some combined phase)

It turns out that most signals can be represented as superpositions of sine waves at different frequencies and
phases.

 

       

 
                 


